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Abstract. In the setting of cloud computing a user wishes to delegate
its data, as well as computations over this data, to a cloud provider.
Each computation may read and modify the data, and these modifica-
tions should persist between computations. Minding the computational
resources of the cloud, delegated computations are modeled as RAM pro-
grams. In particular, the delegated computations’ running time may be
sub-linear, or even exponentially smaller than the memory size.

We construct a two-message protocol for delegating RAM compu-
tations to an untrusted cloud. In our protocol, the user saves a short
digest of the delegated data. For every delegated computation, the cloud
returns, in addition to the computation’s output, the digest of the mod-
ified data, and a proof that the output and digest were computed cor-
rectly. When delegating a T-time RAM computation M with security
parameter k, the cloud runs in time poly(T, k) and the user in time
poly(|M | , logT, k).

Our protocol is secure assuming super-polynomial hardness of the
Learning with Error (LWE) assumption. Security holds even when the
delegated computations are chosen adaptively as a function of the data
and output of previous computations.

We note that RAM delegation schemes are an improved variant of
memory delegation schemes [Chung et al. CRYPTO 2011]. In memory
delegation, computations are modeled as Turing machines, and therefore,
the cloud’s work always grows with the size of the delegated data.

1 Introduction

In recent years, with the growing popularity of cloud computing platforms, more
and more users store data and run computations on the cloud. This raises many
concerns. As cryptographers, our first concern is that of secrecy: users may wish
to hide their confidential data and computations from the cloud. But perhaps a
more fundamental concern is that of integrity: ensuring that the cloud is doing
what it is supposed to do. In this paper we focus on the latter.

We ask the following question: how can a cloud provider convince a user that a
delegated computation was performed correctly? We believe that the adoption of
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cloud computing services depends on the existence of such mechanisms. Indeed,
even if not every computation is explicitly checked, the mere ability to check
computations may be desirable.

RAM Delegation. We model the above problem as follows. Initially the user owns
some memory D containing the data it wishes to delegate. In order to verify the
correctness of future computations over this memory, the user must save some
short digest of the memory D. We therefore allow the user to pre-process the
memory once, before delegating it, and compute a digest d. We also allow the
cloud to pre-process the memory before storing it. During this pre-processing
the cloud can compute auxiliary information that will be stored together with
the memory and used to construct proofs efficiently.

To compute on the memory, the user specifies a program M and sends its
description to the cloud. We model the program M as a RAM program. We
believe that this is the most realistic choice when the outsourced memory is very
large and the computation may not access it all.1 The cloud sends back to the
user the output y of the program M when executed on the memory D. The user
can delegate multiple computations sequentially where each computation may
modify the memory. We require that the state of the memory persists between
computations. Therefore, after every computation, the cloud sends back to the
user, together with the output y, the new digest dnew corresponding to the new
digest of the memory.

The cloud also provides a proof that the output y and the new digest dnew are
correct with respect to the program M and the digest d of the original memory.
We require that this proof proceeds in two messages, namely, together with the
program M , the user sends a challange ch, and together with y and dnew, the
cloud sends a proof pf. Thus, the proof of correctness does not require additional
rounds of interaction. We refer to such a protocol as a two-message delegation
scheme for RAM computations.

1.1 Our Results

We construct a two-message delegation scheme for RAM computations based on
the Learning with Errors (LWE) assumption.

Efficiency. For security parameter k and for initial memory of size n such that
n < 2k, the user’s and the cloud’s pre-processing time is n · poly(k), and the
digest is of size poly(k). If the running time of the delegated RAM program is
T (we assume that T < 2k), then the running time of the cloud is T3 · poly(k).
The communication complexity of the proof, and the time it takes the user to
generate a challenge and verify a proof are poly(k), and are independent of the
computation time.

1 For example, consider the setting where the user wishes to simply retrieve an element
from the outsourced database D. We would like the runtime of the user in this case
to be proportional to log |D|, as opposed to proportional to D.
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Adaptive Soundness. The soundness of our scheme holds even if the adversary
(acting as the cloud) can choose the program to be delegated adaptively depend-
ing on the memory and on the outcome of previously delegated computations.
This feature is especially important in applications where the pre-processing step
is performed once and then used and reused to delegate many computations over
time. We emphasize that our protocol may not be sound if the adversary chooses
the program adaptively depending on the user’s challenge ch.

Public Pre-processing. In a two-message delegation scheme for RAM computa-
tions the user must pre-process the memory before delegating it. In our scheme
the pre-processing step is public – it does not require any secret randomness. In
particular, the user is not required to keep any secret state between computa-
tions. This feature also allows a single execution of the pre-processing step to
serve multiple users, as long as they all trust the generated memory digest.2

Security with Adversarial Digest. We prove that our scheme is sound even in
the setting where the pre-processing step is executed by an untrusted party. In
this setting honest users cannot be sure that the digest they hold corresponds
to some “correct” memory, or even that it is indeed the digest of any memory
string. The soundness we require is that an adversary cannot prove that the
same computation with the same digest leads to two different outcomes. We
note that soundness for digests that are honestly computed follows from this
stronger formulation.

Efficient Pre-processing. Another feature of our scheme is that the efficiency of
the pre-processing step only depends on the initial memory size and does not
depend on the amount of memory required to execute future computations. In
particular, if there is no initial memory to delegate, the pre-processing step can
be skipped.3

Informal Theorem 1.1. There exists a two-message delegation scheme for
RAM computations, with efficiency, adaptive soundness and public pre-
processing, as described above, assuming the existence of a collision resistant
hash family that is sub-exponentially secure and assuming that the LWE problem
(with security parameter k) is hard to break in time quasi-polynomial in T, where
T is an upper bound on the running time of the delegated computations.

We note that the existence of a sub-exponentially secure collision resistant hash
family follows from the sub-exponential hardness of the LWE problem.

2 When different users delegate different computations that may change the memory,
there should be an external mechanism to synchronize these computations, and make
sure that every computation is verified with respect to the most recent digest of the
memory.

3 In fact, we can always replace the pre-processing step with an initial delegation
round where the user delegates a program that initializes the memory.
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On the Necessity of Cryptographic Assumptions. Since the user does not store
its memory locally, and only stores a short digest, we cannot hope to get
information-theoretic soundness. An all powerful malicious cloud can always
cheat by finding a fake memory D′ with the same digest as the original memory,
and perform computations using the fake memory. Therefore, the soundness of
our scheme must rely on some hardness assumption (such as the hardness of
finding digest collisions).

On Delegation with Secrecy. Our delegation protocol does not achieve secrecy.
That is, it does not hide the user’s data and computations from the cloud.
One method for achieving secrecy is to execute the entire delegation protocol
under fully-homomorphic encryption. However, this method is not applicable
when delegating RAM computations, since it increases the cloud’s running time
proportionally to the size of the entire memory.

1.2 Previous Work

We compare our result with previous results on delegating computation in vari-
ous models based on various computational assumptions.

Delegating Non-deterministic Computations. Previous works constructed
delegation schemes for non-deterministic computations in the random oracle
model or based on strong “knowledge” assumptions. As we observe in this work
(see Sect. 1.3), any delegation scheme for non-deterministic computations, com-
bined with a collision-resistant hash function, can be used to delegate RAM
computations.

The Random Oracle Model. Based on the interactive arguments of Kilian [Kil92],
Micali [Mic94] gave the first construction of a non-interactive delegation scheme
in the random oracle model. Micali’s scheme supports non-deterministic com-
putations and can therefore be used to delegate RAM computations assuming
also the existence of a collision-resistant hash family.4 The main advantage of
Micali’s scheme over the scheme presented in this work is that it is completely
non-interactive (it requires one message rather than two). In particular, Micali’s
scheme is also publicly verifiable. However, our scheme can be proven secure in
the standard model based on standard cryptographic assumptions.

Knowledge Assumptions. In a sequence of recent works, non-interactive (one mes-
sage) delegation schemes in the common reference string (CRS) model, were con-
structs based on strong and non-standard “knowledge” assumptions such as vari-
ants of the Knowledge of Exponent assumption [Gro10,Lip12,DFH12,GGPR13,

4 The solution described in Sect. 1.3 makes non-black-box use of the collision-resistant
hash function, and therefore we cannot replace the hash function with the random
oracle.
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BCI+13,BCCT13,BCC+14]. These schemes support non-deterministic compu-
tations and can therefore be used to delegate RAM computations. Some of the
above schemes are also publicly verifiable (the user does not need any secret trap-
door on the CRS). The main advantage of our scheme is that it can be based on
standard cryptographic assumptions.

Indistinguishability Obfuscation. Several recent results construct non-
interactive (one message) delegation schemes for RAM computations in the CRS
model based on indistinguishability obfuscation [GHRW14,BGL+15,CHJV15,
CH15,CCC+15]. Next we compare our scheme to the obfuscation based schemes.

The advantage of their schemes is that they achieve secrecy. In fact, they
construct stronger objects such as garbling and obfuscation schemes for RAM
computations. In addition, their schemes are publicly verifiable. The advantages
of our scheme, compared to the obfuscation based schemes, are the following:

Assumptions. Our scheme is based on the hardness of the LWE problem – a
standard and well studied cryptographic assumption. In particular, the LWE
problem is known to be as hard as certain worst-case lattice problems.

Adaptivity. In our scheme security holds even against an adaptive adversary
that chooses the delegated computations as a function of the delegated mem-
ory. In contrast, the obfuscation based schemes only have static security. That
is, in the analysis all future delegated computations must be fixed before the
memory is delegated. We note that using complexity leveraging and sub-
exponential hardness assumptions it is possible to prove that obfuscation
based schemes are secure against a bounded number of adaptively chosen
computations, where the bound on the number of computations depends on
the size of the CRS.

Security with adversarial digest. In our scheme the pre-processing step is
public and soundness holds even in the setting where the pre-processing step
is executed by an untrusted party. In the obfuscation based schemes however,
the pre-processing step requires private randomness and if it is not carried
out honestly the cloud may be able to prove arbitrary statements.

Following our work, Canetti et al. [CCHR15] and Ananth et al. [ACC+15]
gave a delegation scheme for RAM computations from indistinguishability obfus-
cation that satisfies the same notion of adaptivity as our scheme. These construc-
tions do not have public digest and they are not secure with adversarial digest.

Learning with Errors. We review existing delegation protocols based on the
hardness of the LWE problem. These protocols are less efficient than our dele-
gation protocols for RAM computations.

Deterministic Turing Machine delegation. The work of [KRR14] gives a two-
message delegation scheme for deterministic Turing machine computations based
on the quasi-polynomial hardness of the LWE problem. The main differences
between delegation of RAM computations and delegation of deterministic Turing
machine computations are as follows:
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1. In deterministic Turing machine delegation, the user needs to save the entire
memory (thought of as the input to the computation), while in RAM delega-
tion, the user only needs to save a short digest of the memory.

2. In deterministic Turing machine delegation, the cloud’s running time depends
on the running time of the computation when described as a Turing machine,
rather than a RAM program. In particular, the cloud’s running time always
grows with the memory size, even if the delegated computation does not
access the entire memory.

We mention that our scheme has better asymptotic efficiency than the scheme
of [KRR14] even for Turing machine computations. For delegated computations
running in time T and space S the cloud’s running time in our scheme is T3 ·
poly(k) instead of (T · S)3 · poly(k) as in [KRR14].

Memory Delegation. As mentioned in [KRR14], the techniques of Chung
et al. [CKLR11] can be used to convert the [KRR14] scheme into a memory dele-
gation scheme that overcomes the first difference above, but not the second one.

Fully-Homomorphic Signatures. The work of Gorbunov et al. [GVW15] on fully-
homomorphic signatures gives a non-interactive, publicly verifiable protocol in
the CRS model, overcoming both differences above. However, while their protocol
has small communication, the user’s work is still proportional to computation’s
running time. Additionally, their protocol does not support computations that
write to the memory.

Proofs of Proximity. Finally, we mention a recent line of works on proofs of prox-
imity [RVW13,GR15,KR15,GGR15]. These proofs can be verified much faster
than the size of the memory, however, unlike in RAM delegation, in their model
the user does not get to pre-process the memory. Instead the user has oracle
access to the memory during proof verification. In proofs of proximity the user
is only convinced that the computation output is consistent with some mem-
ory that is close to the real memory. Additionally, in proofs of proximity the
verification takes time at least Ω(

√
n) where n is the memory size [KR15].

1.3 Technical Overview

We start with a high level description of our scheme.

Pre-processing. In the pre-processing step, the user computes a hash-tree [Mer87]
over the memory D and saves the root of this tree as the digest d. The cloud
also pre-processes the delegated memory D by computing the same hash-tree
and stores the entire tree. The hash-tree allows the cloud to efficiently access the
memory in an “authenticated” way. Specifically, the cloud performs the following
operations:

1. Read a bit from memory.
2. Write a bit to memory, update the hash tree, and obtain a new digest.
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The cloud can then compute a short certificate (in the form of an authenticated
path), authenticating the value of the bit read or the value of the updated digest.
The time required to access the memory and compute the certificate depends
only logarithmically on the memory size.

Emulated Computations and their Transcript. When the user delegates a compu-
tation given by a RAM program M , the cloud starts by emulating the execution
of M on the memory D as described in [BEG+91]: whenever M accesses the
memory, the cloud performs an authenticated memory access via the hash tree.
When the emulation of M terminates, the cloud obtains the program output
y and the updated memory digest dnew. The cloud also compiles a transcript
of the memory accessed during the computation. This transcript contains an
ordered list of M ’s memory accesses. For every memory access, the transcript
contains the memory location, the bit that was read or written, the new memory
digest (in case the memory changed), and the certificate of authenticity. This
transcript allows to “re-execute” the computation of the program M and obtain
y and dnew, without accessing the memory D directly. Moreover, it is computa-
tionally hard to find a valid transcript (containing only valid certificates) that
yields the wrong output or digest (y′, d′

new) �= (y, dnew). For security parameter
k and a RAM program M executing in time T ≤ 2k, the time to generate the
transcript and to re-execute the program based on the transcript is T · poly(k).

Proof of Correctness. After emulating the execution of M , the cloud sends the
output y and the new digest dnew to the user. The cloud also proves to the user
that it knows a valid computation transcript which is consistent with y and
dnew. More formally, we consider a non-deterministic Turing machine TVer that
accepts an input tuple (M, d, y, dnew) if and only if there exists a valid transcript
Trans with respect to d such that the emulation of the program M with Trans
produces the output y and the digest dnew.

Proving knowledge of a witness Trans that makes TVer accept (M, d, y, dnew)
requires a delegation scheme supporting non-deterministic computations. The
problem with this approach is that currently, two-message delegation schemes
for non-deterministic computations are only known in the random oracle model
or based on strong knowledge assumptions (see Sect. 1.2). However, it turns
out that for the specific computation TVer, we can construct a two-message
delegation scheme based on standard cryptographic assumptions.

Re-purposing the KRR Proof System. Our solution is based on the delegation
scheme of Kalai et al. [KRR14]. While in general, their proof system only sup-
ports deterministic computations, we extend their security proof so it also applies
to non-deterministic computations of a certain form.

We start with a brief overview of the [KRR14] proof system and explain why
it does not support general non-deterministic computations. Then we describe
the extended security proof and the type of non-deterministic computations it
does support.
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The [KRR14] proof system can be used to prove that a deterministic Turing
machine M is accepting. The soundness proof of [KRR14] has two steps. In the
first step M is translated into a 3-SAT formula φ that is satisfiable if and only if
M is accepting. The analysis of [KRR14] shows that if the cloud convinces the
user to accept, then the formula φ satisfies a relaxed notion of satisfiability called
local satisfiability (See [KRR14, Lemma 7.29]). In the second step, the specific
structure of the formula φ is exploited to prove that if φ is locally satisfiable it
must also be satisfiable.

The work of Paneth and Rothblum [PR14] further abstracts the notion of
local satisfiability, redefining it in a way that is independent of the protocol of
[KRR14]. Based on this abstraction, they separate the construction of [KRR14]
into two steps. In the first step, the main part of the [KRR14] proof system
is converted into a protocol for proving local satisfiability of formulas. In the
second step, the cloud uses this protocol to convince the user that the formula
φ is locally satisfiable. As before, the structure of the formula φ is exploited to
prove that φ is satisfiable.

Local Satisfiability. Unlike full-fledged satisfiability, the notion of local satisfia-
bility only considers assignments to � variables at a time, where � is a locality
parameter that may be much smaller than the total number of variables in the
formula. Formally, we say that a 3-SAT formula φ is �-locally satisfiable if for
every set Q of � variables there exists a distribution DQ over assignments to the
variables in Q such that the following conditions are satisfied:

Everywhere local consistency . For every set Q of � variables, a random
assignment in DQ satisfies all local constraints in φ over the variables in
Q with high probability.

No-signaling. For every set Q of � variables and for every subset Q′ ⊆ Q, the
distribution of an assignment sampled from DQ restricted to the variables in
Q′ is independent of the other variables in Q \ Q′.

From Local Satisfiability to Full-Fledged Satisfiability. In the [KRR14] proof
system, � is a fixed polynomial in the security parameter, independent of the size
of the formula φ (the communication complexity of the proof grows with �). In
this setting, local satisfiability does not generally imply full-fledged satisfiability.
However, the analysis of [KRR14] exploits the specific structure of φ to go from
local satisfiability to full-fledged satisfiability. The proof of this step crucially
relies on the fact that the formula φ describes a deterministic computation. We
show how to extend this proof for non-deterministic computations of a specific
form.

Roughly, we require that (computationally) there exists a unique “correct”
witness that can be verified locally. Namely, for any proposed witness (that
can be found efficiently) and any bit of this proposed witness, it is possible to
verify that the value of this bit agrees with the correct witness in time that is
independent of the running time of the entire computation.
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More on the Analysis of KRR. We describe the argument of [KRR14] and explain
why it fails for non-deterministic computations. To go from local satisfiability to
full-fledged satisfiability, the proof of [KRR14] relies on the fact that the formula
φ describing an accepting deterministic computation has a unique satisfying
assignment. We call this the correct assignment to φ. The rest of the proof uses
the fact that the variables of φ can be partitioned into “layers” such that variables
in the i-th layer correspond to the computation’s state immediately before the i-
th computation step. The proof proceeds by induction over the layers. In the
inductive step we assume that local assignments to any � variables in the i-th
layer are correct (agrees with the correct assignment) with high probability and
prove that the same holds for the (i+1)-st layer. Indeed, if the local assignment
to some set of � variables in the (i + 1)-st layer is correct with a significantly
lower probability, the special structure of φ and the no-signaling property of the
assignments can be used to argue that there must exist a set of � variables whose
assignment violates φ’s local constraints with some significant probability.

Non-deterministic Computations. The above argument does not extend to non-
deterministic computations, since the notion of a “correct” assignment is not
well defined in this setting. Moreover, even if there is a unique witness that
makes the computation accept, and we consider the correct assignment defined
by this witness, the above argument still fails. The issue is that even if every
local assignment to any set of variables in the i-th layer is correct, there could
still be more than one assignment to variables in the (i + 1)-st layer satisfying
all of φ’s local constraints.

We show how to overcome this problem for non-deterministic computations
where (computationally) there exists a unique “correct” witness that can be
verified locally, as described above. Consider for example the computation of
the Turing machine TVer on input (M, d, y, dnew) where d is the digest of the
initial memory D. The (computationally) unique witness for this computation
is a transcript of the program execution that can be verified locally – one step
at a time.

In more details, let Trans be the correct transcript defined by the execu-
tion of M on memory D. Let φ be the formula describing the computation of
TVer(M, d, y, dnew). We prove that any accepting local assignment to variables
of φ must agree with the global correct assignment to φ defined by the execution
of TVer with the (well defined) transcript Trans. As in the case of deterministic
computations, we partition φ’s variables into layers. In the i-th inductive step
we assume that local assignments to any � variables in the i-th layer are correct
with high probability. If the local assignment to some set of � variables in the
(i + 1)-th layer is correct with a significantly lower probability then we prove
that the assignment must describe an incorrect transcript. Since both the cor-
rect transcript and the incorrect one contain valid certificates, we can use these
certificates to break the security of the hash tree.

Multi-prover Arguments. The presentation of the construction in [KRR14], as
well as the presentation in the body of this work, goes through the intermediate
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step of constructing a no-signaling multi-prover proof-system. In more details,
[KRR14] first construct a no-signaling multi-prover interactive proof for local-
satisfiability. They then leverage local-satisfiability to prove full-fledged satisfi-
ability, resulting in a no-signaling multi-prover interactive proof (with uncon-
ditional soundness) for deterministic computations. Finally, they transform any
no-signaling multi-prover interactive proof into a delegation scheme assuming
fully-homomorphic encryption.

Our construction follows the same blueprint. We first construct a no-signaling
multi-prover interactive argument for RAM computations, and then transform it
into a delegation scheme. (Due to space limitations, we do not describe the trans-
formation from a multi-prover interactive argument into a delegation scheme
which can be found in the full version of this work [KP15].) Unlike in [KRR14],
the soundness of our multi-prover arguments is conditional on the existence of
collision-resistent hashing. We note that for RAM delegation, computational
assumptions are necessary even in the multi-prover model.

2 Tools and Definitions

2.1 Notation

For sets B,S, we denote by BS the set of vectors of elements in B indexed by
the elements of S. That is, every vector a ∈ BS is of the form a = (ai ∈ B)i∈S .
For a vector a ∈ BS and a subset Q ⊆ S, we denote by a[Q] ∈ BQ the vector
that contains only the elements in a with indices in Q, that is, a[Q] = (ai)i∈Q.

2.2 RAM Computation

We consider the standard model of RAM computation where a program M can
access an initial memory string D ∈ {0, 1}n. For an input x, we denoted by
MD(x) an execution of the program M with input x and initial memory D.
For a bit y ∈ {0, 1} and for a string Dnew ∈ {0, 1}n we also use the notation
y ← M (D→Dnew)(x) to denote that y is the output of the program M on input x
and initial memory D, and Dnew is the final memory string after the execution.
For simplicity we think only of RAM programs that output a single bit.5 The
computation of M is carried out one step at a time by a CPU algorithm STEP.
STEP is a polynomial-time algorithm that takes as input a description of a
program M , an input x, a state of size O(log n), and a bit that was supposedly
read from memory, and it outputs a quadruple

(statenew, ir, iw, bw) ← STEP(M,x, state, br),

where statenew is the updated state, ir denotes the location in memory to be
read next, the location iw denotes the location in memory to write to next,

5 A program that outputs multiple bits can be simulated by executing several programs
in parallel, or by writing the output directly to the memory.
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and the bit bw denotes the bit to be written in location iw. The execution MD(x)
proceeds as follows. The program starts with some empty initial state state1. By
convention we set the first memory location read by the program to be ir1 = 1.
Starting from j = 1, the j-th execution step proceeds as follows:

1. Read from memory the bit brj ← D[irj ].
2. Compute (statej+1, i

r
j+1, i

w
j+1, b

w
j+1) ← STEP(M,x, statej , b

r
j).

3. Write a bit to memory D[iwj+1] ← bwj+1. (If iwj+1 = ⊥ no writing is performed
in this step.)

The execution terminates when the program STEP outputs a special terminating
state. We assume that the terminating state includes the value of the output bit
y. Note that after the last step was executed and an output has been produced,
the memory is written to one last time. We say that a machine M is read only,
if for every (x, state, br), STEP(M,x, state, br) outputs (statenew, ir, iw, bw) where
iw = ⊥.

Remark 2.1 (Space complexity of STEP). We assume without loss of generality
that the RAM program M reads the input x once and copies it to memory.
Therefore the space complexity of the algorithm STEP is polylog(n).

2.3 Hash Tree

Let D ∈ {0, 1}n be a string. Let k be a security parameter such that n < 2k.
A hash-tree scheme consists of algorithms:

(HT.Gen,HT.Hash,HT.Read,HT.Write,HT.VerRead,HT.VerWrite),

with the following syntax and efficiency:

– HT.Gen(1k) → key:
A randomized polynomial-time algorithm that outputs a hash key, denoted
by key.

– HT.Hash(key,D) → (tree, rt):
A deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that outputs a hash tree denoted
by tree, and a hash root rt of size poly(k) (we assume that both strings tree
and rt include key).

– HT.Readtree(ir) → (br, pf):
A deterministic read-only RAM program that accesses the initial memory
string tree, runs in time poly(k), and outputs a bit, denoted by br, and a
proof, denoted by pf.

– HT.Writetree(iw, bw) → (rtnew, pf):
A deterministic RAM program that accesses the initial memory string tree,
runs in time poly(k), and outputs a new hash root, denoted by rtnew, and a
proof, denoted by pf.

– HT.VerRead(rt, ir, br, pf) → b:
A deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that outputs an acceptance bit b.
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– HT.VerWrite(rt, iw, bw, rtnew, pf) → b:
A deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that outputs an acceptance bit b.

Definition 2.1 (Hash-Tree). A hash-tree scheme

(HT.Gen,HT.Hash,HT.Read,HT.Write,HT.VerRead,HT.VerWrite),

satisfies the following properties.

– Completeness of Read. For every k ∈ N and for every D ∈ {0, 1}n such that
n ≤ 2k, and for every ir ∈ [n]

Pr

⎡
⎣1 = HT.VerRead(rt, ir, br, pf)

D[ir] = br

∣∣∣∣∣∣
key ← HT.Gen(1k)
(tree, rt) ← HT.Hash(key,D)
(br, pf) ← HT.Readtree(ir)

⎤
⎦ = 1.

– Completeness of Write. For every k ∈ N and for every D ∈ {0, 1}n such that
n ≤ 2k, for every iw ∈ [n], bw ∈ {0, 1}, and for Dnew ∈ {0, 1}n that is equal to
the string D except that Dnew[iw] = bw

Pr

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
1 = HT.VerWrite(rt, iw, bw, rt′new, pf)

rt′new = rtnew

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

key ← HT.Gen(1k)

(tree, rt) ← HT.Hash(key, D)

(treenew, rtnew) ← HT.Hash(key, Dnew)

(rt′new, pf) ← HT.Writetree(iw, bw)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = 1.

– Soundness of Read. For every polynomial size adversary Adv there exists a
negligible function μ such that for every k ∈ N

Pr

⎡
⎣

(b′, pf ′) �= (b, pf)
1 = HT.VerRead(rt, i, b, pf)
1 = HT.VerRead(rt, i, b′, pf ′)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
key ← HT.Gen(1k)
(rt, i, b, pf, b′, pf ′) ← Adv(key)

⎤
⎦ ≤ μ(k).

– Soundness of Write. For every poly-size adversary Adv there exists a negligible
function μ such that for every k ∈ N

Pr

⎡
⎣

(rt′new, pf ′) �= (rtnew, pf)
1 = HT.VerWrite(rt, i, b, rtnew, pf)
1 = HT.VerWrite(rt, i, b, rt′new, pf ′)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
key ← HT.Gen(1k)
(rt, i, b, rtnew, pf, rt′new, pf ′) ← Adv(key)

]
≤ μ(k).

We say that the hash-tree scheme is (S, ε)-secure, for a function S(k) and a
negligible function ε(k), if for every constant c > 0, the soundness of read and
soundness of write properties hold for every adversary of size S(k)c with probabil-
ity at most ε(k)c. We say that the hash-tree scheme has sub-exponential security
if it is (2kδ

, 2−kδ

)-secure for some constant δ > 0.
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Remark 2.2 (Unique proofs in Definition 2.1). In the soundness properties of
Definition 2.1 we make the strong requirement that it is hard to find two different
proofs for any statement (even a correct one). This strong requirement simplifies
the proof of Theorem 4.1, however the proof can be modified to rely on a weaker
soundness requirement.

Theorem 2.1 ([Mer87]). A hash-tree scheme satisfying Definition 2.1 can be
constructed from any family of collision-resistant hash functions. Moreover, the
hash-tree scheme is sub-exponentially secure if the underlying collision-resistant
hash family is sub-exponentially secure.

2.4 Delegation for RAM Computations

Let M be a T-time RAM program, let x ∈ {0, 1}m be an input to the program,
and let D ∈ {0, 1}n be some initial memory string. Let k be a security para-
meter such that |M |,T(m), n < 2k. A two-message delegation scheme for RAM
computations consists of algorithms:

(ParamGen,MemGen,QueryGen,Output,Prover,Verifier),

with the following syntax and efficiency:

– ParamGen(1k) → pp:
A randomized polynomial-time algorithm that outputs public parameters pp.

– MemGen(pp,D) → (dt, d):
A deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that outputs the processed mem-
ory dt, and a digest of the memory d of size poly(k).

– QueryGen(1k) → (q, st):
A randomized polynomial-time algorithm that outputs a query q and a secret
state st.

– Outputdt(1T(m), n,M, x) → (y, dnew,Trans):
A deterministic RAM program running in time T(m) · poly(k) that accesses
the processed memory dt, and outputs the output bit y, and a new digest dnew
of size poly(k) and a computation transcript Trans.

– Prover((M,x,T(m), d, y, dnew),Trans, q) → pf:
A deterministic algorithm running in time poly(T(m), k) that outputs a proof
pf of size poly(k).

– Verifier((M,x,T(m), d, y, dnew), st, pf) → b:
A deterministic algorithm running in time m · poly(k) that outputs an accep-
tance bit b.

Remark 2.3 (Statement-independent queries). In the above, the queries gener-
ated by the algorithm QueryGen are independent of the program, the input and
the memory digest. We could consider a more liberal definition that allows such
a dependency, however, in our construction this is not needed.
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Remark 2.4 (Verifier efficiency). We note that the dependence of the verification
time on the input length m can be improved. In particular, in our construction,
given oracle access to a low-degree extension encoding of the input x, the verifier’s
running time is poly(k).

Remark 2.5 (The Output algorithm). In the above interface we separated the
prover computation into two algorithms. The first algorithm, Output, accesses
the memory, carries out the computation, and produces the output as well as
a transcript of the computation. This transcript may include all the memory
accessed during the RAM computation or any other information. We only restrict
the size of the transcript to be related to the running time of the RAM compu-
tation. The second algorithm, Prover, is given the transcript and the challenge
query and outputs the proof. This separation ensures that the memory locations
accessed by the prover are independent of the challenge query. This property is
used in the transformation from no-signaling multi-prover arguments to delega-
tionin [KP15].

Definition 2.2 (Two-Message Argument for RAM computations).
A two-message delegation scheme (ParamGen,MemGen,QueryGen,Prover,

Verifier) for RAM computations satisfies the following properties.

– Completeness. For every security parameter k ∈ N, every T-time RAM pro-
gram M , every input x ∈ {0, 1}m, every D ∈ {0, 1}n, and every (y,Dnew) such
that T(m), n ≤ 2k and y ← M (D→Dnew)(x)

Pr
[

1 = Verifier((M,x,T(m), d, y, dnew), st, pf)
(dtnew, dnew) = MemGen(pp,Dnew)

∣∣∣∣
pp ← ParamGen(1k)
(dt, d) ← MemGen(pp,D)
(q, st) ← QueryGen(1k)
(y, dnew,Trans) ← Outputdt→dtnew(1T(m), n,M, x)
pf ← Prover((M,x,T(m), d, y, dnew),Trans, q)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= 1.

– Soundness. For every pair of polynomial-size adversaries (Adv1,Adv2) there
exists a negligible function μ such that for every k ∈ N

Pr

⎡
⎣

(y, dnew) �= (y′, d′
new)

1 = Verifier((M,x,T, d, y, dnew), st, pf)
1 = Verifier((M,x,T, d, y′, d′

new), st, pf ′)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
pp ← ParamGen(1k)
(M,x, 1T, d, y, dnew, y′, d′

new) ← Adv1(1k, pp)
(q, st) ← QueryGen(1k)
(pf, pf ′) ← Adv2(1k, pp, q)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ≤ μ(k).

We say that the delegation scheme is (S, ε)-secure, for a function S(k) and a
negligible function ε(k), if for every constant c > 0, the soundness property holds
for every pair of adversaries of size S(k)c with probability at most ε(k)c.
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2.5 Multi-prover Arguments for RAM Computations

Let � be a polynomial, M be a T-time RAM program, let x ∈ {0, 1}m be an
input to the program, and let D ∈ {0, 1}n be some initial memory string. Let k
be a security parameter such that |M |,T(m), n < 2k. An �-prover argument for
RAM computations consists of algorithms:

(ParamGen,MemGen,QueryGen,Output,Prover,Verifier),

with the following syntax and efficiency:

– ParamGen(1k) → pp:
A randomized polynomial-time algorithm that outputs public parameters pp.

– MemGen(pp,D) → (dt, d):
A deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that outputs the processed mem-
ory dt and a digest of the memory d of size poly(k).

– QueryGen(1k) → ((q1, . . . , q�), st):
A randomized polynomial-time algorithm that outputs a set of � = �(k) queries
(q1, . . . , q�), and a secret state st.

– Outputdt(1T(m), n,M, x) → (y, dnew,Trans):
A deterministic RAM program running in time T(m) · poly(k) that accesses
the processed memory dt, and outputs the output bit y, a new digest dnew of
size poly(k), and a computation transcript Trans.

– Prover((M,x,T(m), d, y, dnew),Trans, q) → a:
A deterministic algorithm running in time poly(T(m), k) that outputs an
answer a of size poly(k) to a single query q.

– Verifier((M,x,T(m), d, y, dnew), st, (a1, . . . , a�)) → b:
A deterministic algorithm running in time m · poly(k) that outputs an accep-
tance bit b.

Remark 2.6 (Statement-independent queries). In the above, the queries gener-
ated by the algorithm QueryGen are independent of the program, the input and
the memory digest. We could consider a more liberal definition that allows such
a dependency, however, in our construction this is not needed.

Remark 2.7 (Verification efficiency). We note that the dependence of the ver-
ification time on the input length m can be improved. In particular, in our
construction, given oracle access to a low-degree extension encoding of the input
x, the verifier’s running time is poly(k).

Remark 2.8 (The Output algorithm). In the above interface we separated the
prover computation into two algorithms. The first algorithm, Output, accesses
the memory, carries out the computation, and produces the output as well as
a transcript of the computation. This transcript may include all the memory
accessed during the RAM computation or any other information. We only restrict
the size of the transcript to be related to the running time of the RAM com-
putation. The second algorithm, Prover, is given the transcript and a challenge
query and outputs an answer. This separation ensures that the memory locations
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accessed by the prover are independent of the challenge queries. This property
is used in the transformation from no-signaling multi-prover arguments to dele-
gationin [KP15].

Definition 2.3 (Multi-Prover Argument for RAM computations).
Let � = �(k) be a polynomial in the security parameter. An �-prover argument

system (ParamGen,MemGen,QueryGen,Output,Prover,Verifier) for RAM compu-
tations satisfies the following properties.

– Completeness. For every security parameter k ∈ N, every T-time RAM pro-
gram M , every input x ∈ {0, 1}m, every D ∈ {0, 1}n, and every (y,Dnew),
such that T(m), n ≤ 2k and y ← M (D→Dnew)(x)

Pr
[

1 = Verifier((M,x,T(m), d, y, dnew), st, (a1, . . . , a�))
(dtnew, dnew) = MemGen(pp,Dnew)

∣∣∣∣
pp ← ParamGen(1k)
(dt, d) ← MemGen(pp,D)
((q1, . . . , q�), st) ← QueryGen(1k)
(y, dnew,Trans) ← Outputdt→dtnew(1T(m), n,M, x)
∀i ∈ [�] : ai ← Prover((M,x,T(m), d, y, dnew),Trans, qi)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

= 1.

– Soundness. For every pair of polynomial-size adversaries (Adv1,Adv2) there
exists a negligible function μ such that for every k ∈ N and for � = �(k)

Pr

⎡
⎣

(y, dnew) �= (y′, d′
new)

1 = Verifier((M,x,T, d, y, dnew), st, (a1, . . . , a�))
1 = Verifier((M,x,T, d, y′, d′

new), st, (a′
1, . . . , a

′
�))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
pp ← ParamGen(1k)
(M,x, 1T, d, y, dnew, y′, d′

new) ← Adv1(1k, pp)
((q1, . . . , q�), st) ← QueryGen(1k)
∀i ∈ [�] : (ai, a

′
i) ← Adv2(1k, pp, qi)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ≤ μ(k).

We say that the argument system is (S, ε)-secure, for a function S(k) and a
negligible function ε(k), if for every constant c > 0, the soundness property holds
for every pair of adversaries of size S(k)c with probability at most ε(k)c.

2.6 No-Signaling Multi-prover Arguments for RAM Computations

No signaling multi-prover arguments are multi-prover arguments, where the
cheating provers are given extra power. In multi-prover arguments (or proofs),
each prover answers its own query locally, without knowing anything about the
queries that were sent to the other provers.

In the no-signaling model we allow the malicious provers’ answers to depend
on all the queries, as long as for any subset Q ⊂ [�] and for every two query
vectors q1 = (q11, . . . , q

1
�) and q2 = (q21, . . . , q

2
�), such that q1[Q] = q2[Q], the

corresponding vectors of answers a1,a2 (as random variables) satisfy that a1[Q]
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and a2[Q] are identically distributed. Intuitively, this means that the answers
of the provers in the set Q do not contain information about the queries to the
provers outside Q, except for the information that is already found in the queries
to the provers in Q.

Definition 2.4. For a set B and for � ∈ N, we say that a pair of vectors of
correlated random variables

q = (q1, . . . , q�),a = (a1, . . . , a�) ∈ B[�].

is no-signaling if for every subset Q ⊂ [�] and every two vectors q1,q2 in the
support of q such that q1[Q] = q2[Q], the random variables a[Q] conditioned on
q = q1 and a[Q] conditioned on q = q2 are identically distributed.

If these random are not identical, but rather, the statistical distance between
them is at most δ, we say that the pair (q,a) is δ-no-signaling.

Definition 2.5. An �-prover argument system (ParamGen,MemGen,QueryGen,
Output,Prover,Verifier) for RAM computations is said to be sound against δ-
no-signaling strategies (or provers) if the following (more general) soundness
property is satisfied:

For every pair of polynomial-size adversaries (Adv1,Adv2) satisfying a δ-no-
signaling condition (specified below), there exists a negligible function μ such that
for every k ∈ N and for � = �(k):

Pr

⎡
⎣

(y, dnew) �= (y′, d′
new)

1 = Verifier((M,x,T, d, y, dnew), st, (a1, . . . , a�))
1 = Verifier((M,x,T, d, y′, d′

new), st, (a′
1, . . . , a

′
�))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
pp ← ParamGen(1k)
(M,x, 1T, d, y, dnew, y′, d′

new) ← Adv1(1k, pp)
((q1, . . . , q�), st) ← QueryGen(1k)
((a1, a′

1), . . . , (a�, a
′
�)) ← Adv2(1k, pp, (q1, . . . , q�))

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ≤ μ(k).

where (Adv1,Adv2) satisfy the δ-no-signaling condition if the random variables
(q1, . . . , q�) and
((a1, a′

1), . . . , (a�, a
′
�)) are δ-no-signaling.

We say that the argument system is (S, ε)-secure against δ-no-signaling
strategies, for a function S(k) and a negligible function ε(k), if for every constant
c > 0, the soundness property holds with probability at most ε(k)c for every pair
of adversaries of size S(k)c satisfying the δ-no-signaling condition.

3 Local Satisfiability

In this section we introduce the notion of local satisfiability for formulas, and
state a result of [KRR14] providing a no-signaling multi-prover argument for the
local satisfiability of any non-deterministic Turing machine computation. This
presentation is based on an abstraction of [PR14].
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We start by describing, for every non-deterministic Turing machine M and
input x, a formula ϕM,x of a specific structure that is satisfiable if and only if M
accepts x. Then we define the notion of local satisfiability for formulas. Finally
we state a result of [KRR14] providing a no-signaling multi-prover argument for
the local satisfiability of formulas of the form ϕM,x.

3.1 A Formula Describing Non-Deterministic Computations

The machine M . Let M be a T-time S-space non-deterministic Turing machine.
We can think of M as a two-input machine, such that M accepts the input
x if and only if there exists a witness w such that M(x,w) accepts. In what
follows, we consider a machine M and an input x such that |x| is smaller than
the machine’s space S. Therefore, we can assume that M copies the entire input
x to its work tape. However, the witness w we consider may be such that |w|
is much larger than S and therefore w must be given on a separate read-only
read-once witness tape.

The Machine’s State. For i ∈ [T] let sti ∈ {0, 1}O(S) denote the state of the
computation M(x,w) immediately before the i-th step. The state sti includes:

– the machine’s state.
– the entire content of the work tape, including the reading head’s location.
– the reading head’s location j on the witness tape, and the witness bit wj .

Note that sti does not include the entire content of the witness tape which may
be much longer than S.

The following theorem states that the decision of whether a non-deterministic
Turing machine M accepts an inputs x can be converted into a 3-CNF formula
ϕM,x of a specific structure. Loosely speaking, the variables of ϕM,x correspond
to the entire tableau of the computation of M(x,w), and the formula verifies
the consistency of all the states of this computation. Thus, ϕM,x can be sepa-
rated into sub-formulas, where each sub-formula verifies the consistency of two
adjacent states of the computation. This intuition is formalized in the following
theorem.

Theorem 3.1. For any T-time S-space non-deterministic Turing machine M
and any input x there exists a 3-CNF Boolean formula ϕM,x of size O(T · S)
such that the following holds:

1. ϕM,x is satisfiable if and only if M accepts x. Moreover, given a witness
for the fact that M accepts x there is an efficient way to find a satisfying
assignment to ϕM,x.

2. The formula ϕM,x can be written as

ϕM,x =
∧

i∈[T−1]

ϕi
M,x,
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and the set of the input variables of ϕM,x, denoted by V , can be divided into
subsets

V =
⋃

i∈[T]

Vi,

such that each formula ϕi
M,x is over the variables Vi ∪ Vi+1, and each Vi ⊆ V

is of size S′ = O(S).
3. There exists an efficient algorithm State such that given an assignment to

the variables Vi, outputs a state sti of the computation of M(x) immediately
before the i-th step,

sti = State(a[Vi]).

The algorithm State satisfies the following properties:
– For every i ∈ [T − 1] and for every assignment a ∈ {0, 1}Vi∪Vi+1 , if

ϕi
M,x(a) = 1 then the states

sti = State(a[Vi]), sti+1 = State(a[Vi+1])

are consistent with the program M .
– For every assignment a ∈ {0, 1}V1∪V2 , if ϕ1

M,x(a) = 1 then the state

st1 = State(a[V1])

is the initial state of the machine M with the input x.
– For every assignment a ∈ {0, 1}VT−1∪VT , if ϕT−1

M,x(a) = 1 then the state

stT = State(a[VT])

is an accepting state.

Remark 3.1 (On the formula size). It is well known that there exists a formula
of size only Õ(T) (independent of S) that is satisfiable if and only if M accepts
x. Such a formula can be obtained by first making the machine M oblivious
[PF79]. However such a formula will not have the desired structure described in
Theorem 3.1.

3.2 Definition of Local Satisfiability

In this section we define the notion of local satisfiability for formulas.

Definition 3.1 (Local Assignment Generator [PR14]). Let ϕ be a 3-CNF
formula over a set of variables V . An (�, ε, δ)-local assignment generator Assign
for ϕ is a probabilistic algorithm running in time poly(|V |) that takes as input a
set of at most � queries Q ⊆ V, |Q| ≤ �, and outputs an assignment a ∈ {0, 1}Q,
such that the following two properties hold.

– Everywhere Local Consistency. For every set Q ⊆ V, |Q| ≤ �, with proba-
bility 1 − ε over a draw

a ← Assign(Q),

the assignment is locally consistent with the formula ϕ. That is, for every
variables q1, q2, q3 ∈ Q, every clause in ϕ over the variables q1, q2, q3 is satisfied
by the assignment a[{q1, q2, q3}].
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– No-signaling. For every (all powerful) distinguisher D and every pair of sets
Q,Q′ such that Q′ ⊆ Q ⊆ V, |Q| ≤ �:

∣∣∣∣ Pr
a←Assign(Q)

[D(a[Q′]) = 1] − Pr
a′←Assign(Q′)

[D(a′) = 1]
∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ.

Remark 3.2 (On ordered queries). In [PR14], the notion of local satisfiability is
formalized using an ordered vector of queries. In Definition 3.1 however, the
queries are given as an unordered set. We note that these formulations are
equivalent.

3.3 No-Signaling Multi-prover Arguments for Local Satisfiability

To obtain our results we use a multi-prover proof system satisfying a no-signaling
local soundness property (see Theorem 3.2 below). Such a proof system was
constructed in [KRR14].

Let k be the security parameter and let � = �(k) be a polynomial. Let M be a
non-deterministic Turing machine running in time T and space S, let x ∈ {0, 1}m

be an input to M such that T(m) < 2k and let w be a witness. We consider
an �-prover proof system (LS.QueryGen, LS.Prover, LS.Verifier) with the following
syntax and efficiency:

– LS.QueryGen(1k) → ((q1, . . . , q�), st):
A randomized polynomial-time algorithm that outputs a set of � = �(k) queries
(q1, . . . , q�), and a secret state st.

– LS.Prover(1T(m),M, x,w, q) → a:
A deterministic algorithm running in time (T(m)·S(m))3 ·poly(k) that outputs
an answer a to a single query q where |a| = O(log(k)).

– LS.Verifier(M,x, st, (a1, . . . , a�)) → b:
A deterministic algorithm running in time m ·poly(k), that outputs an accep-
tance bit b.

The completeness and no-signaling local soundness properties of the above
proof system are given by Theorem 3.2 proved in [KRR14].6

Theorem 3.2 ([KRR14]). There exists a polynomial �0, such that for every
polynomial �′ and for � = �0 · �′ there exists an �-prover proof system
(LS.QueryGen, LS.Prover, LS.Verifier) that satisfies the following properties.

– Completeness. For every T-time (two input) Turing machine M , every input
x ∈ {0, 1}m and witness w such that M(x,w) = 1, every k ∈ N such that
T(m) < 2k, and for � = �(k),

Pr [1 = LS.Verifier(M,x, st, (a1, . . . , a�)) |
((q1, . . . , q�), st) ← LS.QueryGen(1k)
∀i ∈ [�] : ai ← LS.Prover(1T(m),M, x,w, qi)

]
= 1.

6 The proof of Theorem 3.2 follows by combining Lemmas 14.1, 6.1 and 7.29 in
[KRR14] together with the fact that all the claims and lemmas in Sects. 7.1–7.5
hold for arbitrary setting of parameters, and in particular for any ε and δ.
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– No-Signaling Local Soundness. There exists a probabilistic polynomial-time
oracle machine Assign such that the following holds. For every T-time (two
input) Turing machine M , every input x ∈ {0, 1}m, every security parameter
k ∈ N such that T(m) < 2k and � = �(k), every ε = ε(k), every δ = δ(k), and
every δ-no-signaling cheating prover Prover∗ such that

Pr

[
1 = LS.Verifier(M, x, st, (a1, . . . , a�))

∣∣∣∣
((q1, . . . , q�), st) ← LS.QueryGen(1k)

(a1, . . . , a�) ← Prover∗(q1, . . . , q�)

]
≥ ε,

AssignProver
∗

is an (�′, δ′, ε′)-local assignment generator for the 3-CNF formula
ϕM,x given by Theorem 3.1, with

δ′ =
δ · 2k·polylog(T(m))

ε
, ε′ =

δ · polylog(T(m))
ε

.

As before, we say that Prover∗ is δ-no-signaling if the random variables
(q1, . . . , q�) and (a1, . . . , a�) are δ-no-signaling.

Remark 3.3. The oracle machine Assign constructed in [KRR14] has a super-
polynomial runtime.7 However, by carefully observing the proof, it is easy to see
that this super-polynomial blowup is unnecessary. This was formally proved in
a followup work of [BHK16].

4 No-Signaling Multi-prover Arguments for RAM
Computations

4.1 Verifying RAM Computations via Local Satisfiability

In this section we translate any RAM computation into a non-deterministic
Turing machine such that the RAM computation is correct if and only if the
Turing machine’s computation is locally satisfiable. Consider an execution of a
RAM program M that on input x and initial memory string D outputs y and
results in memory Dnew within time T. Consider also a hash-tree of the initial
memory D rooted at rt and a hash-tree of the final memory Dnew rooted at rtnew.

We describe a Turing machine TVer that takes as input tuples of the form
(M,x,T, rt, y, rtnew), together with a corresponding witness, which is a transcript
of the RAM computation. We start by describing the algorithm TGen which
generates the transcript. Roughly, the transcript contains a hash-tree proof of
consistency for every memory access made by M (the precise structure of the
transcript is described below). We then describe the algorithm TVer. The run-
ning time of TVer and TGen is proportional to the running time of the RAM
computation (up to polynomial factors in the security parameter) and is inde-
pendent of the size of the memory. In terms of soundness we argue that for any
(M,x,T, rt) (even if rt is not computed honestly as the hash-tree root of some
memory) and for every (y′, rt′new) �= (y, rtnew), any cheating prover that passes

7 This blowup is due to the soundness amplification lemma of [KRR14].
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the no-signaling local soundness criterion for the computation of TVer with both
the input (M,x,T, rt, y, rtnew) and the input (M,x,T, rt, y′, rt′new) can be used to
break the soundness of the hash tree.

Let M be a RAM program, x ∈ {0, 1}m be an input, and D ∈ {0, 1}n be an
initial memory string. Let

(HT.Gen,HT.Hash,HT.Read,HT.Write,HT.VerRead,HT.VerWrite)

be a hash-tree scheme and let

key ← HT.Gen(1k),
(tree, rt) ← HT.Hash(key,D).

The Transcript Generation Program TGen. We start by describing a program
TGen that creates the transcript of the computation MD(x). Let

TGen(tree→treenew)(1k, 1T, n,M, x) → (y, rtnew,Trans)

be the following RAM program. TGen emulates the execution of MD(x) step
by step as described in Sect. 2.2. The emulation begins with the initial memory
containing the hash tree tree1 = tree with the initial root rt1 = rt, the empty
initial state state1 and the read location ir1 = 1. Starting from j = 1, the j-th
emulation step proceeds as follows:

1. Read from the hash tree the bit:

(brj , pf
r
j) ← HT.Readtreej (irj).

2. Compute (statej+1, i
r
j+1, i

w
j+1, b

w
j+1) ← STEP(M,x, statej , b

r
j).

3. If iwj+1 �= ⊥, write a bit to the hash tree:

(rtj+1, pf
w
j+1) ← HT.Write(treej→treej+1)(iwj+1, b

w
j+1).

The program M terminates after T emulation steps were completed with the
terminating state stateT+1, which contains the output bit y. TGen then outputs
y, rtnew = rtT+1 and the transcript:

Trans =
((

irj , b
r
j , pf

r
j

)
,
(
iwj+1, b

w
j+1, rtj+1, pf

w
j+1

))
j∈[T]

.

The running time of the program TGen is T · poly(k).
The transcript verification program TVer. Let

TVer((M,x,T, rt, y, rtnew),Trans) → b

be the following Turing machine. TVer verifies the emulation of MD(x) based
on the transcript:

Trans =
((

irj , b
r
j , pf

r
j

)
,
(
iwj+1, b

w
j+1, rtj+1, pf

w
j+1

))
j∈[T′] ,

produced by TGen. The program first verifies that T′ = T Then, starting from
the initial root r̃t1 = rt, the empty initial state state1, the read location ĩr1 = 1,
and from j = 1, the j-th verification step proceeds as follows:
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1. Verify that ĩrj = irj and that

1 = HT.VerRead(r̃tj , irj , b
r
j , pf

r
j).

2. Compute (statej+1, ĩrj+1, ĩ
w
j+1, b̃

w
j+1) ← STEP(M,x, statej , b

r
j).

3. Verify that (ĩwj+1, b̃
w
j+1) = (iwj+1, b

w
j+1).

4. If iwj+1 = ⊥ then verify that r̃tj = rtj+1. Else, verify that

1 = HT.VerWrite(r̃tj , iwj+1, b
w
j+1, rtj+1, pf

w
j+1).

5. If j = T verify that rtT+1 = rtnew and that stateT+1 is terminating and
includes the output y.

6. r̃tj+1 ← rtj+1.

The program outputs 1 if and only if all the verifications were successful. The
running time of the program TVer is T · poly(k) and its space complexity is
poly(k) · polylog(n) = poly(k) (see Remark 2.1).

Additional structure of TVer. In order to prove Theorem 4.1 below, we make
additional assumptions on the structure of the Turing machine TVer. We start
by introducing some notation.

Verification Blocks. We assume that the execution of the machine can be divided
into blocks where the computation in the j-th block is executing the j-th veri-
fication step. This assumption is satisfied by some “natural”implementation of
TVer.

Formally, let b = b(k) ≤ poly(k) be the block size. For every input x̃ =
(M,x,T, rt, y, rtnew) and for every transcript

Trans =
((

irj , b
r
j , pf

r
j

)
,
(
iwj+1, b

w
j+1, rtj+1, pf

w
j+1

))
j∈[T]

,

(not neccessarily such that TVer(x̃,Trans) accepts) let T′ = T · b be the running
time of TVer(x̃,Trans). For i ∈ [T′] let sti be the state of the computation
TVer(x̃,Trans) immediately before the i-th step, and let stT′+1 be the final state
of the computation. The variables sti describe the states of the computation
of the program TVer, as defined by Theorem 3.1. (Note that these states are
different from the local variables statej used by the program TVer to emulate
the RAM computation M .) For j ∈ [T], let Bj be the set of states in the j-th
computation block.

Bj = {sti : (j − 1) · b < i ≤ j · b} .

For notational convenience, we also define the block BT+1 = {stT′+1} which
describes the state of the computation after the final verification stap.

Additional requirements on the structure of TVer. Using the notion of blocks we
formulate some additional requirements on the structure of TVer.
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1. For every j ∈ [T], the bits of the transcript read in the j-th computation block
contain the j-th entry of the transcript. Formally, there exists an efficient
algorithm TVer.Transcript such that given the set of states Bj , outputs the
j-th entry of the transcript

(
irj , b

r
j , pf

r
j

)
,
(
iwj+1, b

w
j+1, rtj+1, pf

w
j+1

)
= TVer.Transcript(Bj).

We also require that ⊥ = TVer.Transcript(BT+1).
2. For every j ∈ [T], the j-th computation block contains the j-th state in the

emulation of M . Formally, there exists an efficient algorithm TVer.State such
that given the set of states Bj , outputs the state of M , the location of the
next read and the root of the hash-tree before the j-th step of the emulation

(
statej , ĩrj , r̃tj

)
= TVer.State(Bj).

On the final block BT+1, TVer.State outputs the terminating state of M , the
last read location (TVer never reads the bit in this location), and the root of
the final memory state.

(
stateT+1, ĩrT+1, r̃tT+1

)
= TVer.State(BT+1).

3. When one of the tests performed by TVer fails, the machine transitions into
a “rejecting state”. Once TVer is in a rejecting state, we require that all its
future states are rejecting and TVer rejects. Formally, there exists an effi-
ciently computable predicate Reject such that
(a) If in the j-th verification step test 1, 3 or 4 fails, or if j = T and test 5

fails, then Reject(Bj) = 1.
(b) For every j ∈ [T] if Reject(Bj) = 1 then Reject(Bj+1) = 1.
(c) The computation TVer(x̃,Trans) rejects if and only if Reject(BT+1) = 1.

Theorem 4.1. The machines TGen and TVer satisfy the following properties:

– Completeness. For every k ∈ N, every T-time RAM program M , every input
x ∈ {0, 1}m, every initial memory D ∈ {0, 1}n and every (y,Dnew) such that
T(m), n ≤ 2k and
y ← M (D→Dnew)(x)

Pr
[

1 = TVer((M,x,T(m), rt, y′, rt′new),Trans)
(y′, rt′new) = (y, rtnew)

∣∣∣∣
key ← HT.Gen(1k)
(tree, rt) ← HT.Hash(key,D)
(treenew, rtnew) ← HT.Hash(key,Dnew)
(y′, rt′new,Trans) ← TGen(tree→treenew)(1k, 1T(m), n,M, x)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = 1.
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– Soundness
Assume HT is an (S, ε)-secure hash-tree scheme for a function S(k) and a
negligible function ε(k). There exists a polynomial �′ such that for every con-
stant c > 0 and every triplet of adversaries (Adv1,Adv2,Adv3) of size S(k)c,
there exist constants c1, c2 > 0 such that for every large enough k ∈ N

Pr

[
(y, rtnew) �= (y′, rt′new)
CHEAT

∣∣∣∣
key ← HT.Gen(1k)

(M, x, 1T, rt, y, rtnew, y′, rt′new) ← Adv1(1k, key)

]
≤ ε(k)c2 ,

where CHEAT is the event that:
• Adv2(key, ·) is an (�′(k), S(k)−c1 , S(k)−c1)-local assignment generator for

the 3-CNF formula ϕTVer,x̃2 where x̃2 = (M,x,T, rt, y, rtnew) and ϕTVer,x̃ is
as defined in Theorem 3.1.

• Adv3(key, ·) is an (�′(k), S(k)−c1 , S(k)−c1)-local assignment generator for
the 3-CNF formula ϕTVer,x̃3 where x̃3 = (M,x,T, rt, y′, rt′new) and ϕTVer,x̃′

is as defined in Theorem 3.1.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 can be found in the full version of this work [KP15].

4.2 The Protocol

In this section we describe our no-signaling multi-prover argument for RAM
computations. The construction uses the following components.

– A hash-tree scheme (HT.Gen,HT.Hash,HT.Read,HT.Write,HT.VerRead,
HT.VerWrite), given by Theorem 2.1.

– The �-prover proof system (LS.QueryGen, LS.Prover, LS.Verifier) for local sat-
isfiability given by Theorem 3.2 in Sect. 3.3, where � = �′ · �0, and �′ is the
polynomial given by Theorem 4.1 and �0 is the polynomial given by Theo-
rem 3.2.

– The transcript generation and verification programs TGen,TVer described in
Sect. 4.1. We only rely on the following facts
• The programs TGen,TVer satisfy Theorem 4.1.
• For security parameter k and for a T-time computation, the running time

of the transcript generation program TGen is T ·poly(k). The running time
of the transcript verification program TVer (on the transcript generated by
TGen) is T · poly(k) and its space complexity is poly(k).

The multi-prover argument is given by the following procedures:

– ParamGen(1k) generates a key for the hash-tree:

key ← HT.Gen(1k),

and outputs pp = key.
– MemGen(pp,D), given pp = key, computes a hash-tree for the memory D:

(tree, rt) ← HT.Hash(key,D),

and outputs (dt, d) = (tree, rt).
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– QueryGen(1k) executes the query generation algorithm of the local-
satisfiability proof system:

((q1, . . . , q�), st) ← LS.QueryGen(1k),

and outputs ((q1, . . . , q�), st).
– Outputdt(1T, n,M, x), given access to the memory dt = tree, executes the

transcript generation program:

(y, rtnew,Trans) ← TGen(tree→treenew)(1k, 1T, n,M, x),

and outputs (y, dnew,Trans) = (y, rtnew,Trans).
– Prover((M,x,T, d, y, dnew),Trans, q), where (d, dnew) = (rt, rtnew), does the fol-

lowing:
1. Let T′ = T · poly(k) and S′ = poly(k) be the time and space complexity of

the computation
TVer((M,x,T, rt, y, rtnew),Trans).

2. Execute the local-satisfiability prover for the above computation:

a ← LS.Prover(1T
′
,TVer, (M,x,T, rt, y, rtnew),Trans, q).

3. Output a.
– Verifier((M,x,T, d, y, dnew), st, (a1, . . . , a�)), where (d, dnew) = (rt, rtnew), exe-

cutes the local-satisfiability verifier:

b ← LS.Verifier(TVer, (M,x,T, rt, y, rtnew), st, (a1, . . . , a�)),

and outputs b.

Theorem 4.2. Assume HT is an (S, ε)-secure hash-tree scheme for a func-
tion S(k) and a negligible function ε(k). Then (ParamGen,MemGen,QueryGen,
Output,Prover,Verifier) is an �-prover argument system for RAM computations
that is (S, ε)-secure against δ-no-signaling provers for δ(k) = 2−k·polylog(S(k)).

The proof of Theorem 4.2 follows by combining Theorems 3.2 and 4.1 and
can be found in the full version of this work [KP15].
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